Evidence that protein phosphatase 5 functions to negatively modulate the maturation of the Hsp90-dependent heme-regulated eIF2alpha kinase.
The maturation and activation of newly synthesized molecules of the heme-regulated inhibitor of protein synthesis (HRI) in reticulocytes require their functional interaction with Hsp90. In this report, we demonstrate that protein phosphatase 5 (PP5), a previously documented component of the Hsp90 chaperone machine, is physically associated with HRI maturation intermediates. The interaction of PP5 with HRI is mediated through Hsp90, as mutants of PP5 that do not bind Hsp90 do not interact with HRI. PP5 was also present in Hsp90 heterocomplexes with another Hsp90 cohort, p50(cdc37), and expression of newly synthesized HRI enhanced the amount of p50(cdc37) associated with Hsp90/PP5-HRI heterocomplexes. The functional significance of the interaction of PP5 with Hsp90-HRI heterocomplexes was examined by characterizing the effects of compounds that impact PP5 activity in vitro. The protein phosphatase inhibitors okadaic acid and nodularin enhanced the kinase activity of HRI when applied during HRI maturation/activation, while the PP5 activators arachidonic and linoleic acid repressed HRI activity when applied during HRI maturation/activation. However, application of these compounds after HRI's "transformation" to an Hsp90-independent form did not similarly impact HRI's kinase activity. Furthermore, the Hsp90 inhibitor geldanamycin negated the effects of phosphatase inhibitors on HRI maturation/activation. The finding that PP5 downregulates an Hsp90-dependent process supports models for regulated Hsp90 function and describes a novel potential substrate for PP5 function in vivo.